
Reading for Depth:
The online literacy platform that helps teachers 

activate, support, and reveal thinking for every student.

Actively Learn



CONTENT ACROSS 
SUBJECTS

Actively Learn is a digital literacy platform that provides:

I activate, support, and 
reveal my students’ 
thinking to get them 
reading deeply.

I access great content 
with powerful instruction, 
and can bring my own 
stuff as well.

I build my literacy 
pedagogy skills with 
great resources and 
models. 

READING FOR 
DEPTH

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING



What Teachers Say
“This is ‘data-driven’ 

instruction unlike 
what we have been 

able to do in the 
past.”

- Monica Witzke

“I feel like [Actively Learn] 
has taught me as a teacher 

to question better and to 
pull that critical thinking out 

of my students.”
- Liz Jones “I’m thrilled to see my kids taking 

the cues and clues I leave for 
them in Actively Learn -- and 

going in directions I sometimes 
couldn’t have anticipated.“

- Dr. Deborah March



Reading for Depth



The challenge 

1. Students don’t know how 
to read for depth

2. Students can’t access the 
text at a basic level

3. Students (and their teachers) 
don’t know if they are on track

Activate 
Thinking

Support 
Thinking

Reveal 
Thinking

The solution



The practices underlying the A-S-R framework

Questioning

Annotation

Discussion

Modeling

Activate 
Thinking

Support 
Thinking

Reveal 
Thinking

Scaffolding

Bkgd Knowledge

Accessibility

Building Vocabulary

Formative Evaluation

Feedback

Metacognition

Extensive Writing



Reading for Depth: Product Features



Activate Thinking

Embedded questions can be 
inserted anywhere in a text to 
stop students so they think, 
reflect, and write. 

QuestioningKey Practices: Annotation Discussion



Activate Thinking

Students annotate alongside 
their text so they write more 
and are encouraged to 
categorize notes to practice 
metacognition

QuestioningKey Practices: Annotation Discussion



Activate Thinking

Students can share notes 
and have discussions with 
their peers.

QuestioningKey Practices: Annotation Discussion



Support Thinking

Use annotations and media to 
provide more context and fill 
gaps in background knowledge; 
it’s like a read-aloud without 
being out loud!

ScaffoldingKey Practices: Bkgd Knowledge Accessibility



Support Thinking

Use “knowledge sets” to 
provide sequenced content 
for students to build off what 
they have already read.

ScaffoldingKey Practices: Bkgd Knowledge Accessibility



Support Thinking

Text settings, text to speech, 
built-in dictionary, and 
translate features make texts 
accessible for a variety of 
learners.

ScaffoldingKey Practices: Bkgd Knowledge Accessibility



Reveal Thinking

Use quantitative data and 
qualitative responses from 
students to make decisions 
on instruction and feedback 
to improve student 
performance 

Formative DataKey Practices: Feedback Metacognition



Reveal Thinking

Provide feedback that goes to 
students in real-time so you 
can be more timely; students 
will actually revise their work 
to show improvement

Formative DataKey Practices: Feedback Metacognition



Reveal Thinking

Cultivate metacognition by 
having students check their 
responses against their peers 
and flag when they are 
having trouble with the text. 

Formative DataKey Practices: Feedback Metacognition



Content Across Subjects



Core & Supplemental Across Subjects

CURRENT EVENTS
Knowledge Sets - High Interest Articles

ELA
Novels - Short Stories - Drama - Poetry - Nonfiction

SCIENCE
Free Textbooks - Articles

SOCIAL STUDIES
Free Textbooks - Primary Source Docs - Historical Fiction



Pre-built instruction to drive A-S-R

Questions are tied to 
standards and focus on 

higher-order thinking and 
Depth of Knowledge 

Levels 2, 3 and 4

Notes help fill gaps 
for students and 
model effective 
strategies

Instructions tie to an 
essential theme and 
make the purpose of 

the text clear.



Bring My Own Content & Instruction



Professional Learning



Professional Learning Center

On-demand resources for 
teachers to improve their literacy 
practices.



Micro-credentials

Earn vetted 
micro-credentials for 
the practices we have 
been reviewing today



Get Started



Watch the Student overview video (3:26)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-K8bUq5Qsg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-K8bUq5Qsg


Let's sign up!
• Go to activelylearn.com
• Click “Create Free Teacher Account”
• Create your account

http://www.activelylearn.com/


Create your first assignment

1. Complete the tour
2. Select “Add Content” and Go To Catalog 

• You can also import a Google Doc, Web Article, or PDF

3. Find a text you can use next week and add it to your 
Workspace

4. Review the questions & notes and try to add one of your 
own

5. Assign it! (You’ll also be prompted to create a class)

https://help.activelylearn.com/hc/en-us/articles/115000568573-Import-Google-Doc
https://help.activelylearn.com/hc/en-us/articles/115000571494-Import-internet-article-
https://help.activelylearn.com/hc/en-us/articles/115000571454-Upload-PDF
https://help.activelylearn.com/hc/en-us/articles/115001157293-Add-questions
https://help.activelylearn.com/hc/en-us/articles/115001157293-Add-questions


I’m always here to help, and the Actively Learn team is looking 
forward to hearing from you. Access help and send them a 
message using the help icon. 

Questions? Need Help?


